
 

                    THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD 

                                                (A GOVT. OF INDIA ENTERPRISE) 

        Jawahar Vyapar Bhawan, Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi 110001 

 

BRANCH OFFICE: “STC TRADE CENTRE”, A-29, Thiru-Vi-Ka Industrial Estate, Guindy, CHENNAI 600 032. 

 

Notice Ref No: STC/CHN/PULSES/TM/2017-18/06 DT 15.11.2017 

Notice for inviting Trade Margin quotations from the EOI empanelled Parties through Central Public 

Procurement Portal (CPP) for Participation in TNCSC’s tenders of 300 MT Green Gram Whole & 350 MT 

Black Bengal Gram Whole - Tender Ref: BS7/048634/2017 dated 27.10.2017 which is closing on 

27.11.2017 at 11:00 HRS. 

Against the subject tender floated by TNCSC, the empanelled suppliers of STC are invited for participation in 

said tenders of TNCSC as our backup supplier on the following terms & conditions: 

A. TNCSC terms-Documents & Security to be provided as per the requirements of TNCSC tenders terms 

1. The Backup supplier to furnish the required EMD for tender participation to STC through DD in favour 

of TNCSC. 

2. Upon successful awarding of tender the backup supplier to furnish 5% Security Deposit to TNCSC 

through STC. 

3. Undertaking from all the participants that the terms & condition of TNCSC tenders are accepted by 

them and same shall be strictly complied with.  

4. All tender terms and conditions are to be accepted by the backup supplier.  

B. Additional Security Deposit to be submitted exclusively to STC and terms thereof:  

1. Security Deposit of 5% payment (exclusively for STC) to be deposited through RTGS or Bank Guarantee 

to STC.  

2. On dated cheques in favour of STC for the balance exposure i.e  95% of tender awarded value. 

3. The Green Gram Whole & Black Bengal Gram Whole stocks to be arranged by the parties are strictly 

complying with uniform specification prescribed by the TNCSC including packing etc., as per referred 

tender terms. 

4. The shortlisted backup supplier should submit an undertaking that in the subject tender they shall be 

exclusively participating only through STC and will not directly or through any other company 

participate in the said tender. If the same is found so, at later date the said supplier will be debarred for 

further tender participation through STC under intimation to all state and central government 

departments. 

5. The shortlisted backup supplier / successful bidder should ensure that issues related to quality, supply, 

sample etc. should be as per the TNCSC tender requirement and in case any lapse/issues, same shall 

result in cancellation of empanelment.  
 

C. The party which quote highest trade margin in % terms (Nett to STC) will be considered. The Trade 

Margin and quantity offered for TNCSC tender need to filled in the prescribed format at Annexure-I. 
 

D. STC may at its absolute discretion, reserve the right to shortlist, accept, disqualify, elect to abandon, 

reject any part or whole of the process without giving prior notice to the prospective party.  STC 

reserve the right to cancel this tender in totality without assigning any reason at any point of time. 
 

E. The bids which are not agreeing to the terms &conditions of the subject notice and quotations with 

conditions shall be summarily rejected. 

F. The trade margin (Nett to STC) to be quoted by the backup supplier should not be less than 1%. The 

Trade Margin and quantity offered for TNCSC tender need to filled in the prescribed format at 

Annexure-I. 

G. Closing time & date of Trade Margin Quotation: The empanelled parties are requested to submit 

their Trade Margin Quotation through Central Procurement Portal ( www.eprocure.gov.in ) latest by 

11:00 HRS on 21.11.2017. 

http://www.eprocure.gov.in/


 

 

Annexure-I-Trade Margin Quotation 
 

Notice Ref No: STC/CHN/PULSES/TM/2017-18/06 DT 15.11.2017 

 

 

Name of the Company with full address Trade Margin 
for STC in % 
(Nett to STC) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 Black Bengal 
Gram 

Green Gram 

 
QUANTITY OFFERED 

(To be filled by the bidder) 
 

  

 

We hereby agree to the all terms and conditions as per Notice Ref. No:  
STC/CHN/PULSES/TM/2017-18/06 DT 15.11.2017 

 

                                                                                                             Signature:______________________________________ 

 

Name:__________________________________________ 

 

Designation:__________________________________ 

 

 

Company Seal 

 

 

Place: 

 

Date: 

 

 

 

 

 


